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With her natural beauty, feminine athletic physique,
superb sporting talent and wide sporting and scientific knowledge, as well as her passion for the
media industry, Caroline Pearce is a young woman
determined to succeed at all that she does.
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DARE
TO CHALLENGE
HER

SNAPSHOT
Name: Caroline Pearce
Age: 28
Birth Place: Cambridge, England
Current Residence: London
Weight: 59 kg
Height: 173 cm
Hair Colour: Blonde
Eye Colour: Blue
Measurements: 34-25-34
Favourite Colour: Blue
Favourite Food: Cottage Cheese

with pineapple, Caramel ice cream
for a treat!
Favourite Saying: Learn to love
yourself before you can love others.
Favourite Movie: Thelma and Louise
Favourite Actor: Denzil Washington/
Brad Pitt!
Favourite Actress: Charlize Theron
Turn Ons: Positive thinking, ambition
and manners
Turn offs: Excuses

F

ollowing her competitive sporting career, Caroline has become a well renowned authority in the ﬁtness industry. As
the face and education spokesperson for
Power Plate International, the leading
acceleration training machine, Caroline has traveled the world to deliver
their accredited education programs to
trainers, medics and governments. She
implemented a Power Plate education
program and group training protocols in
the Middle East, and has worked with the
UK, US and Dutch partners to script and
deliver workout DVDs for worldwide use.
Modeling career accompanied Caroline’s athletic success and she became
the face of the adidas-polar range in
2005. She has also modeled for sporting
brands Nike, Reebok, Speedo, Ron Hill
and Do Running, as well as being photographed by world famous photographer
Rankin for a national ﬁtness campaign
by Jamie Baird.
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Early sports/modeling
experience:

I ﬁrst modeled whilst at University in
2001. A UK sports company wanted an
athlete to model the clothing because all
of the shots were action shots and they
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found more conventional fashion models didn’t look as
authentic ‘in action’. This opened the door for me to many
more sporting and action photo shoots. Soon after this I
was the model for the International Adidas campaign.

Entry into modeling:
I gradually built up my portfolio of images and became
part of a sports speciﬁc modeling agency in the UK called
Sports Promotions. But I have found many of my jobs have
been through building up good working relationships with
certain sports brands who have then chosen to book me for
all their campaigns. Loyalty plays a big part amongst competing companies.

Motivation:

I didn’t plan to become a model. It was most important
to me to be the best athlete that I could be. But I found the
modelling jobs helped to fund my athletic training enabling
me the time I needed to train for my sport. So my inﬂuence
was mainly funding. I did however enjoy the jobs, ﬁnd
modelling quite natural and love visiting different locations
to shoot.

First modeling shoot experience:

My ﬁrst major job was the Adidas commercial and
shoot. We traveled into the depths of the Nottingham forest and together with ﬁlm crew, photographer and the cli-
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ents we set up camp for a whole day of work. My job was to
repeatedly run through the trees wearing the Adidas clothing and footwear. We then repeated the shoot in a studio,
on a treadmill, for more still images. I was exhausted.

Major achievements:

I have worked hard for all my achievements and I believe they are quite varied.
» Firstly, gaining my ﬁrst place in the Great Britain Athletic team and representing my Country in the European
Cup Championships was a big achievement and the result
of years of hard work.
» Being part of the Great Britain Bobsleigh Team at the
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World Championships in Calgary in 2005.
» Gaining a ﬁrst class honours degree in Sports Science from the prestigious Loughborough University is also
something I’m very proud of.
» Being selected to play the character ‘Ice’ in the TV
show Gladiators and outperforming thousands of others for
the role.

Biggest career disappointment:
This has to be the disappointment I suffered when I
injured my knee and had to give up competing in athletics
and bobsleigh when I felt at my peak of physical ﬁtness and
performance.

Sports athlete whose physique you
admire most:
I’ve always admired Denise Lewis’ physique (former
Olympic Heptathlon Champion). Her body is powerful yet
feminine.

What do you like most about
fitness modeling?
I like the fact that my physique represents a ﬁt and healthy role model for
young girls and women rather than a
stick thin image that is so often seen in
other forms of modeling.

What do you dislike
about fitness modeling?
Some location shoots have been in
very cold environments and typically involved shooting summer ﬁtness clothing.

Long term fitness/modeling
ambition:
To continue to build my proﬁle as a ﬁtness
expert and ambassador through my feature writing, videos and modeling. Mainly though I want
to establish myself further as a sports and ﬁtness presenter and work on shows leading up to and at the
2012 Olympic Games in London. It would be great to
follow the training and progress of 2012 hopefuls.
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What’s next for you?
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This year is exciting. I’m presenting the Strongman
Champions League, starting in Ireland in March. I’ve become the face of, and spokesperson for, Ki Fit Armband, an
energy expenditure device that calculates your exact energy
needs. I’ll be producing videos for them, doing photo shoots
and working on fat loss TV shows with the product. I’ll be
visiting Dubai to continue my training and education role for
Power Plate, working for AlKamda, who distribute this amazing ﬁtness product. And I’m back out to the US to judge and
present a new show to ﬁnd the World’s Greatest Athlete.
For more about Caroline Pearce, visit: www.carolinepearce.
co.uk, www.kiﬁt.co.uk,www.powerplate.com
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